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We hope you’ll take TIME to meet and train 
with other traffic incident management 
responders, but also make TIME to play 
some golf together during this year’s 
annual conference. 

 

Register for golf at the conference: 
Visit www.timetaskforce.com/conference 
and add the golf option to your order. 

 
Register as a conference attendee: 

time2017conference.eventbrite.com  

 
Questions on sponsorship   
Kiersten Kleiber 
678.730.7437 
kiersten.kleiber@parsons.com 

When the TIME Task Force formed in 2002, its focus was to 
promote quick clearance in metro Atlanta. TIM Teams were built, 
and TIME’s success was evident in improved clearance times and 
the reduced likelihood of first responders being struck-by. 
 
TIME’s success in metro Atlanta caused agencies in other areas to 
take note and mimic its activities. A Georgia TIME Task Force logo 
was created. And yet this updated logo didn’t really reflect the 
statewide reach of the Georgia TIME Task Force. 
 
For 2017, a completely new logo was created. Gone are references 
to the interstates in and around Atlanta, and in their place is a 
subdued image of the state of Georgia encircled with a clock face. 
 
We hope you like the new logo. In preparing for TIM Team 
meetings or other TIME-related events, it’s our hope you’ll use it to 
bring polish to your invitations, sign-in sheets, emails and 
PowerPoints.   

TIME introduces its new statewide Task Force logo 

Cost: $33 per person / 18 holes 
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The TIME Task Force Executive Briefing Breakfast attracted executives from across the region, 

including representatives of all responding disciplines, DOTs, Mayors and County 

Commissioners to hear updates on traffic incident management. 

 

Col. Mark McDonough, Commissioner of the Georgia Department of Public Safety, delivered a 

brief, inspiring message on leadership and stewardship of subordinate leaders by pointing out: 

“Time and tide wait for no man.” He drove home the point that having excellent succession 

planning is a must for organizational success. 

 

Keynote speaker GDOT Commissioner Russell McMurry discussed the I-85 fire and 

subsequent bridge collapse. He spoke beyond the incident by adding how GDOT partnered 

quickly with others to mitigate the disruption, demolish the damaged sections, provide public 

information and get the new sections built. The nation took notice of how Georgia made quick 

work of getting I-85 reopened without compromising design, building, or components. 

 

Outstanding Responder Awards were given to those agencies that played a direct role in the 

success of the bridge fire recovery: GDOT Traffic Management Center, GDOT HERO, Atlanta 

Police, Atlanta Fire, the Georgia State Patrol and GDOT Traffic Operations division. The 

traditional  TIMESaver Awards will be presented at our upcoming TIME Conference in 

November.  

TIME brings regional leaders together for briefing event 
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Thank you — TIME Task Force Executive Briefing Breakfast Sponsors 
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TIM Teams — Key to successful regional incident management 

Since the early days of the TIME Task Force, the concept of Traffic Incident Management (TIM) teams 
has been an important part of the statewide effort to improve responder safety and quick clearance on 
our roadways. TIM teams across the state have improved responder awareness in the key aspects of 
safe scene operation, traffic management and aggressive roadway clearance, all while developing 
relationships within the local response community.  
 
The regional TIM team concept is simple: get local 
responders from every discipline together on a regular 
basis to discuss roadway projects that affect incident 
response in their area, review recent incidents to 
identify best practices, define training needs and 
conduct inter-agency classes and practical scenarios. 
Most importantly, develop relationships across all 
disciplines to foster an understanding of each other’s 
priorities and responsibilities while on scene.  
 
Georgia currently has eight regional TIM teams functioning at various levels of development: Augusta-
Richmond County, Bartow County Cherokee County, Cobb  County, Henry County and Gwinnett 
County. Finally we are excited to begin working with our most recent county and their area agencies, 
Macon-Bibb County.  
 
TIM teams play an integral role in traffic incident management across the state of Georgia, if your 
region hasn’t established a TIM team, be the champion and start the process…you’ll be glad you took 
the initiative. For more information on, or assistance with, TIM team development, contact Hawk 
Hagebak at Hawk.Hagebak@Parsons.com or 678-730-7426. 
 


